November 2011 Minutes – 11/1/11
The meeting was open at approximately 7:10
Club Treasure, R. Stauffer reported an operating balance of $5,398.25 in addition to
$5,000.00 we still have in the future fund. He also reported that by the end of the
meeting, and after voting in three new members, the membership will consist of 85 paid
members.
OLD BUSINESS
- Nathan Barley reported that the one edge along the fabric runway had been fixed
and working fine.
-

Nathan also reported that the solar panel station would require a couple of deep
cycle marine batteries that could be placed in a bunker box and buried in the
ground. It was agreed to hold off on the solar panel station while the topic of
running a power line to the field was still on the table.

-

Ken Kayser reported that himself and Charles Lasley have not made it to the
power company to begin conversations of having a hard line ran down to the
field, but that they plan to very soon.

-

The current board members were voted in for 2012.

-

A motion was moved and passed for the club to purchase the sickle bar for
$150.00 that will be used to keep the ditch lines trimmed back.

NEW BUSINESS
- It was suggested to have (2) Port-A-Poties at the field during events.
-

Philip Grimes raised the topic of the King, NC. Parade that will take place
December 3rd. Philip suggested printing up small info cards that could be handed
out during the parade. It was suggested that the club should purchase the candy
to be handed out. A $100.00 was approved purchase of the candy. Philip took
down names of people willing to help construct the float and to dress up a golf
cart that looks like an airplane. The target build date was set for Saturday
November 12th……location – TBD. Since the parade will take place before the
next club meeting in December, further arrangements for the gathering the
morning of the parade will come by phone contact from Philip.

-

It was suggested that the existing wood at the field needs to be split, and more
wood should also be gathered as well.

New members……… Steven Blackburn, Robin Stanley, and Eric Townson were voted
in, bringing the roster to 85 members.
50/50 was won by Adam Miller…………….who netted $39.00………..and Mike Holbrook
won a nice DVD.
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